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Ion bombardment is known to enhance surface diffusion and affect the surface morphology. Here
we demonstrate that preferential erosion during ion sputtering can lead to a physical phenomenon
reminiscent of surface diffusion, what we call effective surface diffusion~ESD!, that does not imply
mass transport along the surface and is independent of the temperature. We calculate the
ion-induced ESD constant and its dependence on the ion energy, flux and angle of incidence,
showing that sputtering can both enhance and suppress surface diffusion. The influence of
ion-induced ESD on ripple formation and roughening of ion-sputtered surfaces is discussed and
summarized in a morphological phase diagram. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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Sputtering, the removal of atoms from the surface
solids through the impact of energetic particles~ions!, is an
important thin film processing technique.1 Consequently,
much attention has been focused on the measurement
calculation of the sputtering yield and of the velocity a
angular distribution of the sputtered particles. However,
many applications an equally important phenomenon, i
induced surface diffusion,3–8 has eluded sufficient under
standing so far. In the absence of ion bombardment sur
diffusion is thermally activated and characterized by the d
fusion constantDT5D0 exp@2Ed /kBT#, such that the evolu-
tion of the surface heighth(x,y,t) is described by the con
tinuum equation ]h/]t52DT¹4h.2 Here Ed is the
activation energy for surface diffusion of the adatoms anT
is the substrate temperature. The most common effect of
on surface diffusion is related to direct transfer of the ene
and momentum to the surface atoms by ion-atom collisio
changing the diffusion probability of an atom to diffuse fro
P;exp(2Ed /kBT) to P;exp@2(Ed2Ei)/kBT#, where Ei is
the energy transferred from the ion to the surface ato
However, a different mechanism appears to take place
higher energies, when the substrate is eroded by
bombardment: in this case the effective diffusion is indep
dent of temperature. For example, MacLarenet al.5 bom-
barded GaAs with 17 keV Cs1 in the temperature range from
250 to 200 °C, observing the development of a ripple str
ture on the surface with a wavelength proportional to
square root of the diffusion constant. When decreasing
temperature, the ripple spacing~wavelength! did not de-
crease exponentially to zero with the inverse temperat
but at 55 °C it stabilized at a constant value, providing dir
evidence for a temperature independent ion-induced sur
diffusion constant. Similar effects were observed for Si2

bombarded by 5 keV atoms, and strong evidence for
process is provided by the recent numerical simulations
Koponenet al.,9 who observed ripple formation even whe
surface diffusion was absent in the model. Although the
fect of the ions on surface diffusion is well documented e
perimentally and numerically, there is no theory that wou
quantify it. In this letter we demonstrate the existence o
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new mechanism for ion-induced diffusion, showing th
sputtering can lead to preferential erosion that appears
surface diffusion, even though no actual mass transport a
the surface takes place in the system. To distinguish it fr
ordinary surface diffusion, in the following we refer to th
ion-induced component,DI , as effective surface diffusion
~ESD! constant. We calculate analytically the ESD const
and its dependence on the ion energy, flux, angle of in
dence, and penetration depth. We find that there exis
parameter range when ion bombardment generates a neg
ESD constant, leading to morphological instabilities alo
the surface, affecting the surface roughness and the ri
structure.

Ion-beam sputtering is determined by atomic proces
taking place within a finite penetration depth inside the bo
barded material. A convenient picture of the ion bomba
ment process is shown in Fig. 1. The ions penetrate a
tancea inside the bulk of material before they complete
spread out their kinetic energy with some assumed spa
distribution. An ion releasing its energy at pointP in the
solid contributes energy to the surface pointO, that may
induce the atoms inO to break their bonds and leave th
surface or diffuse along it.

Following,10,11 we consider that the average energy d
posited at pointO due to the ion arriving atP follows the
Gaussian distribution12

E~r 8!5
e

~2p!3/2sm2 expH 2
z82

2s22
x821y82

2m2 J . ~1!

In Eq. ~1! z8 is the distance measured along the i
trajectory,x8,y8 are measured in the plane perpendicular
it; e denotes the kinetic energy of the ion ands andm are the
widths of the distribution in directions parallel and perpe
dicular to the incoming beam, respectively. However, t
sample is subject to a uniform fluxJ of bombarding ions. A
large number of ions penetrate the solid at different poi
simultaneously, and the velocity of erosion atO depends on
the total powerEO contributed by all the ions deposite
within the rangeR of the distribution@Eq. ~1!#, such that

v5pE
R

drF~r !E~r !, ~2!
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whereF(r ) corrects for the local slope dependence of
uniform flux J and p is a proportionality constant betwee
power deposition and the erosion rate.10 The calculation ofv
involves the following assumptions~for more details see
Refs. 11 and 12!: ~a! In the laboratory coordinate fram
(x,y,z) the surface can be described by a single valu
height functionh(x,y,t), measured from an initial flat con
figuration which lies in the (x,y) plane~see Fig. 1!; ~b! the
angle between the ion beam direction and the local norma
the surface is a function of the angle of incidenceu and the
values of the local slopes]xh and]yh, and can be expande
in powers of the latter. Under these conditions, we can
pand Eq.~2!, obtaining the equation of motion

]h

]t
52v01g

]h

]x
1nx

]2h

]x2 1ny

]2h

]y2 1
lx

2 S ]h

]xD 2

1
ly

2 S ]h

]yD 2

2Dx
I ]4h

]x42Dy
I ]4h

]y4 . ~3!

Herev0 is the erosion rate, the second term accounts
uniform motion of the surface features along thex
direction,10,12 nx and ny represent ion-induced surface te
sion terms,lx and ly characterize the slope dependence
the erosion rate, whileDx

I andDy
I are the ion-induced ESD

coefficients.
From Eq.~2! we can calculate the expressions for the

coefficients in terms of the physical parameters which ch
acterize the sputtering process. The coefficientsnx and ny

were first calculated by Bradley and Harper,11 while the non-
linear expansion was performed in,12 providinglx andly . A
fourth order expansion is used to obtain the ion-induced E
constantsDx

I andDy
I . While the calculations were performe

for arbitrarys andm, to simplify the discussion we restric
ourselves to the symmetric cases5m. Using F
[(eJp/A2p)exp(2as

2/21as
2s2/2), s[sinu, c[cosu, and

as[a/s, we find for the ESD constants

FIG. 1. Following a straight trajectory~solid line! the ion penetrates an
average distancea inside the solid~dotted line! after which it completely
spreads out its kinetic energy. The energy decreases with the distance
P, the dotted curves indicating schematically the equal energy contours
energy released at pointP contributes to erosion atO. The inset shows the
laboratory coordinate frame: the ion beam forms an angleu with the normal
to the average surface orientation,z, and the in-plane directionx is chosen
along the projection of the ion beam.
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Dx
I 5

Fa2

24as
$as

4s4c21as
2~6c2s224s4!13c2212s2%,

~4!

Dy
I 5

Fa2

24as
3c2. ~5!

The consequences of Eqs.~4! and~5! can be summarized
as follows:

~a! It is important to note that Eqs.~4! and ~5! do not
imply that there is mass transport along the surface. T
effective surface diffusion terms@Eqs. ~4! and ~5!# are gen-
erated by preferential erosion of the substrate, i.e., cer
parts of the substrate are eroded faster than other parts
pending on the local surface morphology. If the system
viewed from the coordinate frame moving together with a
erage height@which in our formalism is done by separatin
the constant erosion ratev0 in Eq. ~3!# this preferential ero-
sion appears as a reorganization of the surface, corresp
ing to a surface diffusionlike mechanism. For this to happ
actual atomic diffusion is not required.

~b! Independent of sign of the angle of incidenceDy
I is

positive while the sign of theDx
I depends on bothu andas .

Thus, while for u50 the ion bombardment enhances t
surface diffusion (Dx

I .0), for largeu it can suppress the
surface diffusion~see below!.

~c! It is a standard experimental practice to report t
magnitude of the ion-enhanced diffusion using an effect
temperatureTeff, at which the substrate needs to be heated
obtain the same mobility as with ion bombardment.7,8 We
can calculateTeff using the relationDI1D0 exp(2Ea /kBT)
5D0 exp(2Ea /kBTeff). The anisotropic ESD constant tran
lates into an anisotropicTeff, i.e., we haveTx

effÞTy
eff .

~d! The results@Eqs.~4! and~5!# are based on Sigmund’
theory of sputtering10 that describes sputtering in the line
cascade regime. The energy range when this approach i
plicable lies between 0.5 keV and 1 meV, the precise low
and upper limits being material dependent.

~e! Finally, we estimate the ESD coefficient. Taking11

p510231 cm4/eV, a5100 Å, typical flux J
51015 ions/cm2 s we obtainDI510224 cm4/s. Bradley and
Harper11 estimated the value of the thermally activated d
fusion coefficient for the same material and ion conditio
obtainingDT510222 cm4/s for T5700 °C. Thus, sinceDT ,
decreases exponentially with temperature,DI can be signifi-
cant at low temperatures, in some cases being comparab
larger than the thermal diffusion constant~note that McLaren
et al.5 observed the temperature independent ripple wa
length in the range of 20–60 °C!.

Ripple formation—The origin of the ripple formation
during ion sputtering is an ion-induced instability:13 valleys
are eroded faster than crests, expressed by negativenx andny

coefficients in Eq.~3!.11 At short wavelength this instability
is balanced by surface diffusion. A linear stability analys
predicts that the observable ripple wavelength isl
52pAD/unu, wheren is the largest in absolute value of th
negative surface tension coefficients. Accordingly, the wa
vector of the ripples is parallel to thex axis for smallu and
perpendicular to it for largeu.11 The large length scale be
havior is described by the noisy anisotropic Kuramot
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Sivashinsky~KS! equation,12,14 leading to roughening15 or
the development of coarsening ripple domains.16

At finite temperatures the total diffusion constant
given byD5DI1DT . As T decreases, there is critical tem
perature,Tc , at whichDI5DT , so that forT,Tc the diffu-
sion is dominated by its ion-induced component, which
independent of temperature, in agreement with the exp
mental results of MacLarenet al.,5 who observe thatl is
constant forT,Tc555 °C. Numerical support for this effec
was provided by the simulations of Koponenet al.,9 who
find that ripples develop even in the absence of surface
fusion.

Morphological phase diagram—The detailed morpho-
logical phase diagram is rather complex if the diffusion
not thermally activated, but ion-induced. At low temper
tures, whenDT is negligible compared toDI , the ripple
wavelengths arel x

I 52pADx
I /unxu and l y

I 52pADy
I /unyu. In

the following we discuss the dependence of the surface m
phologies on the experimental parametersu and as , based
on the phase diagram shown in Fig. 2.

Region I—The surface tensions,nx andny , are negative
while Dx and Dy are positive, consequently we have a s
perimposed ripple structure along thex andy directions. The
experimentally observed ripple wavelength is the smalles
the two, and sincel x

I . l y
I , the ripple wave vector is oriente

along they direction. The lower boundary of this regio
separating it from region II is given by the solution of th
l x
I 5 l y

I equation.
Region II—Here the ripple wave vector is oriented alon

the x direction, sincel x
I , l y

I . This region is bounded below
by theDx

I 50 line. At large length scales in regions I and
one expects kinetic roughening described by the Kard
Parisi–Zhang~KPZ! equation.12,17,18

Region III—In this regionDx
I is negative, while the signs

of all other coefficients are the same as in regions I and
Since both surface tension and surface diffusion are des
lizing alongx, every mode is unstable and one expects t

FIG. 2. Phase diagram for the isotropic cases5m51. Region I:nx,0,
ny,0, Dx

I .0, Dy
I .0, andl x. l y ; region II: nx,0, ny,0, Dx

I .0, Dy
I .0,

and l x, l y ; region III: nx,0, ny,0, Dx
I ,0, and Dy

I .0; region IV: nx

.0, ny,0, Dx
I ,0, andDy

I .0. Note that the phase diagram is independ
of the precise values ofJ, p, while thee dependence is contained inas .
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the KPZ nonlinearity cannot turn on the KS stabilization12

the system being unstable at large length scales as well.
instability is expected to lead to exponential roughening. T
lower boundary of this region is given by thenx50 line.

Region IV—Here we havenx.0, ny,0, Dxx
I ,0, and

Dyy
I .0, i.e., one expects the surface to be periodica

modulated in they direction, leading to a ripple structur
oriented along thex direction. In thex direction we have a
reversal of the instability: the short length scale instabil
generated by the negativeDx

I is stabilized by the positive
surface tensionnx . Thus, there is no ripple structure alon
the y direction. Regarding the large length scale behav
along thex direction the surface diffusion term is irreleva
compared to the surface tension, thus one expects KPZ s
ing. However, along they direction the KS mechanism i
expected to act, renormalizing the negativeny to positive
values for length scales larger thanl y

I , leading to a large
wavelength KPZ behavior.
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